ABSTRACT. For a complete probability space (9t, I,P), the set of all complete sub-(z-algebras of )2, S(Y:.), is given a natural metric and studied. The questions of when 5'(Z) is compact or connected are awswered and the important subset consisting of all continuous sub-a-algebras is shown to be closed. Con,aections with Christensen's metric on the yon Neumann subalgebras of a Type II]-factor are briefly discussed.
Let (f/, E, P) be a complete probability space and let S(I) denote the set of all complete sub-(zalgebras of I]. We will define a metric d on 5'(Z) and investigate some topological properties of the resulting metric space (S(Z),d). In [1] , Boylan introduced a metric d' on 3'(Z) for the purpose of studying convergence properties of the conditional expectation operators defined by varying sub-(zalgebras of Z. Our metric turns out to be equivalent to Boylan's and seems to be more convenient for study using fitnctional analytic methods.
We prove, in section 3 , that (S(Z),d) is compact if and only if Z is purely atomic. We also show that (S(Y_,),d) is connected if and only if Z has at most one atom.
In section 4, we consider the continuous sub-(z-algebras of Z and show that they form a closed nowhere dense subset of (S(Z), d).
There is a close analogy between probability spaces and von Neumann algebras with a faithful finite normal trace. In fact, our definition of d is modeled on a metric defined by Christensen [2] on the set of all yon Neumann subalgebras of a Type II-factor. Christensen's metric has been useful in the study of the index in II-factors (see [3] and [5] [6] shows that Thus,
This completes the proof of the theorem.
COROLLARY. The identity map is a homeomorphism of (S(E),d') with (S(E),d L((t))l and for each , 0, 1,2,..., f is constant, say a,,, almost everywhere on the atom .4,,\F,,(t)i,, E(/). Define g E L''(E()),, by making 9 a,, on A,,\F,,(s) and 9 f on Fn(s), for n 0, 1,2 Then f and y differ only on U(F,,(t)\F,,(s)) and there by at most 2. Now P{(F,,(t)\F,(s))) (t s)[P(Ao\A) + P(A,) + P(A2) +...] Th I1-11 < This implies that d(V(s),V(t)) < 2 //-'Z-s. Therefore, any atomic element :E0 of S() is connected by an arc to v If :E0 is not completely atomic, let f tic (J fl, where flc["l 0 is continuous and fl :E0 is atomic. Let :E be the atomic a-algebra generated by an atom equal to fie and fl ]0. By method similar to the above, but just working with fie, an arc from :El to :E0 can be found. Also, being atomic is connected by an arc to . Thus any element :E0 of S(:E) can be connected by an arc to :E. Therefore S() is connected, in fact, arcwise connected if (fl, :E, P) has at most one atom.
The two theorems of this section show that there is some meaningflfl connection between the topology of S(:E) and the structure of the original probability space. Since this topology is really an embodiment of the equiconvergence property for conditional expectations, we feel that S(:E) with this metric d (or if one prefers d') will provide a good locale for studying conditional expectations. 4 . CONTIIIUOUS SUB-a-ALGEBRAS. Let S(:E)= {0 6 S(:E)' (fl:E0, P)has no atoms}, the space of continuous sub-a There is a one-.to-one correspondence between the sub-a-algebras of E and the yon Neumann subalgebras of L(2, E, P). In this section, we assume the reader is familar with the basic theory of von Neumann algebras as found in a reference such as Sa"kai [7] . Let In the case that .M is a Type ll-factor, Christensen defined a metric on S(.M) in [2] . He showed that S(AJ) then became a complete metric space. He used his metric to study perturbation properties of subfactors and his metric has also been used in the study of the index of a subfactor in a Type II-factor (see [3] and [5] ). Christensen 
